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Evosys develops software for setting up
laser welding processes
Evosys Laser GmbH has developed software for setting up
scanner-based laser welding processes. With "EvoLaP",
customers can now easily and intuitively achieve faster
processes.
Erlangen, November 2018: With the new EvoLaP software, Evosys
Laser GmbH has reacted to customer requests and developed an
instrument for creating welding processes on Evosys systems quickly
and easily.
During the development of EvoLaP, the software and application
engineers were looking for a short training period for the operator on
the one hand, and on the other hand focused on the core tasks such
as contour optimization or parameter adaptation. Special features for
scaling, teaching and calibration facilitate the work and support the
improvement of processes.
"Instead of adding further complexity to the software through rarely
used functions, we concentrated on the essentials," explains Frank
Brunnecker, Managing Director of Evosys Laser GmbH. And: "EvoLap
convinces by a clear and uniform window division as well as the
intuitive and clear arrangement of buttons. This enables our
customers to quickly learn how to use the software".
All operating options run smoothly on modern touchscreens, no
mouse or keyboard required. The software allows any necessary
modification of the welding contour. This sets EvoLaP apart from
other software available on the market.

About Evosys Laser:
Evosys Laser GmbH develops and manufactures customized systems
for the laser welding of plastics at the Erlangen site. With its many
years of market and process experience, the company offers creative
and innovative solutions worldwide for integration into automation
solutions. A service package ranging from design consulting to
prototyping in its own technical centre to after-sales service rounds off
the product range. Evosys customers are mainly found in the
automotive, medical and consumer electronics sectors. Recently, the
company was awarded with the founder’s award of the Nuremberg
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. It currently employs approx. 40
people.
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The new EvoLaP software from Evosys Laser GmbH for setting up laser
welding processes is clearly and intuitively designed and shortens the
training period for the operator.

